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Abstract, The task of measuring, monitoring and recording of the torque, 
mechanical stress and capacity is relevant for most transmissions of die process 
and transport machines. The importance of this problem is increased by an order 
in terms of unsteady loads (random, impulsive, alternating, etc.). The disad
vantage of its correct solution by experimental methods is substantially limited 
by the need for expensive and unreliable, environmentally dangerous current 
collectors. To measure the dynamic and kinematic parameters of the rotating 
transmission by modem information computer technologies, we propose 
equipping the mechanical transmission with two additional half-couplings with 
point magnets fixed thereon, the scope of each includes one or more Hall 
sensors. The application of the developed technique allows determining the 
torsional rigidity of the transmission experimentally, and allows recording the 
actual torque and capacity per turn (or a part o f the turn) o f the transmission of a 
process or transport machine and record the same online in the computer 
electronic memory. This, in turn, allows an online assessment of the residual 
transmission resource, machine operation per shift and generate its operation 
history, which provides an invaluable information both to the machine devel
oper and owner.
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1 Introduction

The task of measurement, control and registration of torque, mechanical stresses and 
power occurs in most cases of transmissions of technological machine and transporters. 
The importance of this problem is increasing in the conditions of non-stationary loads 
(random, impulse, alternating, etc.). The tensometric methods are often applied to 
increase the accuracy of the correct solution to this task. It will be shown later, dial their 
application is significantly reduced with the necessity to use the expensive and 
fault-tolerant methods of the transmission of the signal from rotor to stator. Moreover, 
these signals are not reliable. At the same time, the application of the perfect means of 
technological process parameter control is the main task of the production automation. 
The control of the angular speed, and especially, the torque and capacity, allows
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preventing the technological machinery overloading. It also makes possible to register 
the real history of their operation. The given systems obtain the special significance at 
drive unit and transmission tests, at their maximum load bearing capacity research, at 
the investigation of the dynamic parameters and transmission efficiency, gear boxes, 
reducers, fans, pumps. The bolted connection assemley automation, the crank con
nection rod and crank rocker mechanisms and transporters operation also require the 
experimental measurement (Q M N).

2 The Current State of the Problem

Nowadays the market offers a great variety of experimental means for measuring the 
angular velocity, torque and the capacity on the transmissions which rotate [1-17]. 
Such methods as: the method of measuring of the centrifugal force which is propor
tional to the square of the angular velocity; the induction and magnet induction 
methods, stroboscopic method and others have gained a good reputation among those 
which have been studied. The laser portative fototachometers of the types AKIP-9201 
and AKIP-9202 [14] demonstrated their bests at the application. They allow deter
mining the angular velocities by non-contact method; possess the comfortable system 
of the laser sighting on the object which is being investigated. The given tachometers 
are capable of providing the effective measurements of rotating shafts of energy for 
manufactory equipment, as well as for household appliances. Besides, they are com
fortable to be applied to the scientific researches. It is important to mention, that the 
given fototachometers function in the range of 100000 RPM.

The modem means of the angular velocity measurement are also offered by 
automobile manufacturers, especially for ABS system [15]. Figure 1 shows the 
example of such tachometer, where 1 -  is the permanent magnet, 2 -  is the trunk; 3 -  is 
the winding; 4 -  is the iron circuit; 5 -  is the pulse drive.

The given system is characterized by the high precision for non-stationary pro
cesses. It is also able to measure the modes with great values of angular accelerations 
for both signs.

Fig. 1. Construction of tachometer
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The modem systems of torque measurement are offered by the famous German 
companies such as HBM, Burster, Japanese company Kyowa and Korean firm Dacell, 
and also by other world leaders in mechatronics and automation. The market offers a 
great variety of dynamometers of torque which are based on the tensometry applica
tion. i.e. the converting shaft mechanical deformations into electric signal and signaling 
the computer by contact or non-contact way. Figure 2 demonstrates the samples of 
torque dynamometer.

a) b)

Fig. 2. The torque dynamometers [16. 17]

3 Task Formulation

[10] describes the system of non-contact sensor of angular velocity and torque with the 
transmission of information from dynamometer rotor to stator. The tenso-system is 
attached to the sensor of the dynamometer. The system includes four tenso-sensors 
linked by bridge circuit and it is connected to the power supply system. The strain 
gauge bridge supply is misbalanced by torque. Here the misbalance signal is propor
tional to the value of torque. The misbalance signal is transmitted to the transmitter 
signal by the tenso-amplifier and is sent to stator receiver. The receiver is placed on the 
rotor. The given system is widely used in the modern systems of the measurement of 
torque on the shaft of the rotating transmission. It possesses huge rigity and it means 
that it possesses the high values of critical rotations. These rotations are characterized 
by high susceptibility and speed and they can be used at any form of a torque feature 
depending on time (Fig. 3).

The drawbacks of the given system are: the complexity, high cost, the necessity to 
break the kinematic scheme in order to assembly the dynamometer. The low fault 
tolerance at the transmission of signal from dynamometer rotor to stator using optical, 
radio or magnet and induction channel is another disadvantage of the system. The 
contact methods of the transmission of signal from rotor to stator have many more 
limitations. Neither noble metals (silver, gold), nor graphite or mercury moving con
tacts are able to provide the signal transmission from the rotor of dynamometer to the 
stator at high revolutions (more than 100 RPM). It is impossible to achieve without 
some modifications which can be caused by the intermittent signals, sparking, and
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Fig. 3. The typical dependencies of torque change of transmission shaft for its single rotation

mercury viscosity. The application of the supersensitive percolation-fractal sensors 
which can replace the tenso-amplifiers [3, 12] does not change the situation. It has been 
shown [1], that the great breakthrough in tensometry elimination (both contact and 
non-contact) is possible to achieve by denying using it at all. The signal about the value 
of torque is formed by the system of the direct measurement of the deformation of the 
shaft sensor without converting it into electric signal of tensometric bridge. The given 
system has demonstrated a lot of advantages at torque measurement, angular velocity 
and capacity for transmissions which are characterized by great values of twist angle 
(long shafts) and little revolutions (up to 300 RPM). The optical systems (laser radiator 
and optrone receivers), induction systems and Hall sensors were used to obtain the 
non-contact measurement of the twist angle.

4 The Research Results

In order to find the partial solution to the problem of rotating transmission functioning 
in the wide range of operating modes, it is recommended to apply the Dynamometer- 
Tachometer-Watt-meter by Professor Grabar [2].

We suggest equipping the mechanical transmission by two half-couplings with the 
fixed spot magnets on them. A Hall sensor D1-D2 (Fig. 4) is placed on the coverage of 
each magnet. It is performed to measure the dynamic and kinematic parameters of the
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rotating transmission applying the means of modem information-computer 
technologies.

If the torque M is active in the shaft section, this changes the phase angle between 
spot magnets 1 and 2 by the value A<p.

Then, the transmission turn angle <p = ait and A<p = ojAt.
Hence: (j j  =  Then, the torque on the shaft:

M ~  C ■ A(p = C —  At (1)
r

And, correspondingly, the capacity:

N  ~  M • (o = At ( 2)

C
( 0  <Nj>
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Fig. 4. Construction of measurement systems

Therefore, we obtain the opportunity to register the real torque and the capacity of 
every single revolution (or a part of a revolution) of any technological machine or 
transporter. It is done by measuring x and At only, and by the experimental determi
nation of the transmission torsional rigity C in the section D1-D2. It allows online 
registering of these processes and storing them in the computer’s memory. In its turn, it 
makes possible to provide online estimation of the remaining transmission resource, the 
operation of machines per shift and to form the history of its operation. This provides 
both the developer and the owner of the machine with the valuable information.

5 The Experimental Research

The testing of the offered system efficiency to measure the angular velocity, torque and 
the rotation transmission efficiency was experimentally conducted with two-rotor 
timber grinder (Fig, 5).
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Fig. 5. The scheme of two-rotor timber grinder

The rotor shaft torque mathematic model is designed to be used to grind any cross 
section timber:

—  Qru)Rjp s ' n (3)

where. Qr: — (Aeg(i) ^seg((-!)) '̂V'
In particular, for the cylindric timber:

1 Rb> ■(a - (4)
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Fig. 7. The theoretical (blue) and the experimental (red) dependencies of the torque on the shaft 
of rotor timber grinder. The pine timber of the cylindrical form by the diameter 100 mm and 
voltage cutoff 9.2 MPa (Color figure online)

n -  is the number of measurements per one operation cycle (in the given research 
n = 9, Z = 36),
Rfp, Rbp -  is the milling cutter radius and the timber radius.

Two timing drives were placed on the shaft butts Fig. 1. One notch was distracted 
from every drive in order to identify the signals (Fig. 6) is the marker area (Fig. 7).

6 The Propositions as to the Application

The proposed system of transmission parameter measurement has some important 
advantages. Firstly, it is not necessary to change the scheme, to break the kinematic 
scheme and to find some extra space to assemble the additional elements of 
dynamometers. Moreover, every, among the mentioned, machines, requires the essen
tial re-equipping in order to attach the torque dynamometers. Such measurements are 
easy to conduct on the special stands. But, it is not always possible to reproduce the real 
operating values of the loading modes with such stands.

Some variants of technical solutions are offered applying our methodology:

Variant A. The long shaft (L/D > 50), low revolutions (n < 300 RPM) are die 
transmissions of stone processing and agricultural machines, screw transporters, mix
ers, etc. The measurement system (£2 M N) consists of two spot magnets (for example, 
of the cylindrical form and the diameter 1-2 mm and 1-3 mm high), two Hall sensors, 
two screen lines with USB ports to transmit the impulse signals to the computer to be 
registered, processed and stored. If it is needed, the spot magnets can be placed not on 
the surface of the shaft, but on the extra weight or special disk. It allows increasing the 
radius of the trajectory of the magnet movement and, correspondingly, providing the 
precision of the torque measurement. It has been shown, that the mentioned above
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types of machines allow finding some space 1-2 cm3 and the space to assembly the 
screen lines by the diameter 4 mm and 5-10 m long. It is possible at the whole layout 
density and without any extra changes of the design.

V ariant B. A shaft of any length, the low revolutions (n < 100 RPM) are the trans
missions for either of variant A machines, or the machines used to mix building 
mixtures, grinding and distribution of feed, fertilization and others. The measurement 
system (£1 M N) consists of (as in previous variant) two spot magnets, two Hall 
sensors, two screen lines with USB ports to transmit impulse signals to the computer to 
be registered, processed and stored. It is also used to provide the assembly of the 
element of the low torsional rigity (special elastic coupling -  Fig. 4). It localizes and 
significantly (in 10-100 times) rises the increased torque value between the left and 
right butt of the shift.

V ariant C. If the variant B does not provide the possibility to assembly the low 
torsion rigity element, but, there is the access to the shaft butts, then the set drives are 
attached to the shaft butts (Fig. 1) made of ferromagnetic material and the number of 
notches Z, selected from the condition Z =

This variant practically eliminates the limits for the revolution velocity dependence 
of torque (t) and is universal one to be applied.

7 Conclusions

1. The methodology for the measurement of the angular velocity, torque and capacity 
(£1 M N) on rotating transmission is implemented for the modem systems of 
technological processes. It can be assembled directly in the technological machine 
without crucial changes. The set precision enables to measure the mentioned 
transmission parameters.

2, It has been shown, that to implement the process of the parameter (O M N) reg
istration it is recommended to measure only three parameters: r, At and C which is 
the period between impulses, shaft deformation impulse shift and the active 
transmission part torsion rigity.
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